
WHEELED ARMOURED VEHICLE

PANDUR II 8×8 
T A T R A  D E F E N C E  V E H I C L E

CRUISING RANGE

CREW

SPEED

CHASSIS

BALLISTIC PROTECTION

MINE PROTECTION

700 KM

14 PERSONS

110 KM/H

8×8

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

POWER       MOB I LIT Y       SAFET YT A T R A D V . C Z



TATRA DEFENCE VEHICLE (TDV) company on a base 

of partnership with General Dynamics European Land Systems 

has a licence, know-how and technology for development 

of various versions of Pandur II 8×8 as well as their production, 

modernization or upgrade. TDV is an exclusive producer and 

supplier of Pandur II 8×8 vehicles for dedicated territories and is 

at the same time exclusive service supplier for Pandur II 8×8 CZ 

vehicles in service with Army of the Czech Republic. 

TDV is also working on new modifications and improvements

to the Pandur II 8×8.

Pandur II is a modular armoured vehicle with all-welded 

hull with ballistic protection up to level 4 and mine 

protection up to level 3 (customer choice) according 

to STANAG 4569. Some of the versions are 

amphibious. Vehicle configuration also offers CBR 

protection system. The vehicle has a driver compart- 

ment and an engine-gearbox set placed at the front 

of the vehicle, a crew compartment in the middle 

of the hull and the place for a troop at the rear 

of the vehicle.

The crew consist of 2-3 persons to the version of the 

vehicle, max. capacity is 14 soldiers incl. crew. Drive 

train solution is consisted of powerpack including six 

cylinder inline diesel Cummins ISLe engine and fully 

automatic ZF transmission. Pandur II is designed 

to be transportable by cargo aircraft such as C-130 

Hercules, A400, C-5, etc.

Pandur II 8x8 wheeled armoured vehicles are being 

manufactured by the TDV company in many variants 

according to the customer requirements. The vehicles 

can be equipped with high-tech turret systems with 

variable ammunition, including 7.62 mm or 12.7 mm 

machine guns, grenade launchers or 30–105mm guns 

or mortar combat systems, anti-aircraft system,  

anti-tank guided missiles, etc.

Pandur II 8x8 vehicles are manufactured 

in the following configurations: infantry 

fighting vehicle, armoured personnel carrier, 

fire support vehicle, ambulance vehicle, 

command post vehicle, mortar carrier, 

recovery vehicles, radio or reconnaissance 

vehicle, etc.
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